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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a description of the UltraPath multipath setting? (Multiple answers) 

A. The mode of operation of the array can be in-controller load balancing or inter-controller load balancing. 

B. Load Balancing Mode Including wheel training algorithm, the maximum queue depth algorithm, the maximum
workload algorithm. 

C. After the connection is interrupted between the LUN home controller and the host, the host accesses the LUN
through the peer controller. In this case, the over-trail software defaults the switched home controller of the LUN to the
remote controller. 

D. When multipath detects a preferred controller failure recovery, the I / O is resumed immediately at the preferred
controller by default. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

SmartVirtualization is an important value-added feature of Huawei OceanStor V3 storage system. Which of the following
is correct about its principle and related concepts? (multiple choice) 

A. The local storage system does not occupy the local storage system when using LUNs in heterogeneous storage
systems 

B. For external LUNs, the local storage system can set value-added functions such as remote replication, snapshots,
etc. 

C. smartVirtualization uses multipathing software to connect heterogeneous storage in a multipathredundant manner 

D. smartVirtualization Dictate write data write efficiency is higher than the write-back efficiency 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

True or False, in an OceanStor V3 series storage array, all the snapshots of a LUN occupy not more space than that of
the LUN. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about RAID 2.0+? 
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A. Chunks in a CKG may come from different types of disks. 

B. A LUN consists of extents or grains. 

C. Chunks in a CKG may come from the same disk. 

D. Chunks in a CKG may come from different storage pools. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.google.com/url? sa=tandrct=jandq=andesrc=sandsource=webandcd=5andved=2ahUKEwjBn5P
qyb7kAhUhzoUKHdLChIQFjAEegQIARACandurl=http%3A%2F%2Fsupport.huawei.com%2Fedownload%2Fenterprise
% 2FDSDPDownload!download.action%3FcontentType%3DM000002%26partNo%3De001%26contentId%
3DNode1000008497andusg=AOvVaw0JUGT7oxzu1QIcapg6XDK3 

 

QUESTION 5

If a customer needs to install the simpana file system using the backup client on the production system server, which of
the following configuration is essential? (Multiple choice.) 

A. In the backup client Tianjin ah master server resolution. 

B. Add a resolution of the media server on the backup client. 

C. When the master server adds the resolution of the backup client. 

D. Add a resolution of the storage media to the media server. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following is NOT correct regarding the backup RMAN? 

A. Backup slice size is unlimited, but its size can be set by maxpiecesize 

B. The backup piece is a binary file used to store the backup set information 

C. One or more backup pieces form a backup set 

D. A backup piece corresponds to a separate input output file 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A company IT system administrator is responsible for the configuration management of OceanStor V3 storage system in
Huawei. In the scenario described, which of the following is the correct configuration of Smart Migration: 

A. Configure LUN A and LUN B on Huawei OceanStor V3, create a snapshot for LUN A, and then use LUN A as the
source LUN and LUN B as the Target LUN 
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B. Configure the controllers that belong to LUN A and LUN B to be different on OceanStor V3, with LUN A as the source
LUN and LUN B as the target LUN 

C. Huawei OceanStor V3 configures LUN A and LUN B, maps LUN B to a host, and then uses LUN A as the source
LUN and LUN B as the target LUN 

D. On Huawei OceanStor V3, configure that thick LUN A and thin LUN B belong to the same controller, and LUN A is
the source LUN LUN B is the target LUN 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

The Huawei OceanStor storage system uses asynchronous multi-time cache for asynchronous remote replication to
make the remote asynchronous RPO index of the LUN reach the second level. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What is correct about the reconstruction of the Huawei OceanStor V3 storage system? (Multiple choice.) 

A. It can quickly recover valid data, not updated data does not need to be restored. 

B. Complete reconstruction requires data difference log information. 

C. Recovery Refactoring uses a scenario where the disk can not be used for downgrade. 

D. In the event of a sudden disk failure recovery reconstruction. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is correcting regarding the read and write performance of the Huawei Oceanstor 9000 node, from
highest to lowest? 

A. P25 Node SSD Hard Drive> P25 Node SAS Hard Drive> P36 Node SATA Hard Drive> P12 SATA Hard Drive> C36
SATA Hard Drive 

B. P25 Node SAS Hard Drive> P25 Node SSD Hard Drive> P36 Node SATA Hard Drive> P12 SATA Hard Drive> C36
SATA Hard Drive 

C. P25 Node SSD Hard Drive> P25 Node SAS Hard Drive> P36 Node> C36 SATA Hard Drive> P12 SATA Hard Drive 

D. P25 Node SSD Hard Drive> P25 Node SAS Hard Drive> C36 SATA Hard Drive> P36 Node SATA Hard Drive> P12
SATA Hard Drive 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A bank using the Oceanstor 9000 (v100R001) has officially started on-line operation and into the maintenance phase,
maintenance engineer Zhang will be responsible for this. During the maintenance work, the need for periodic inspection
of the health of the storage system, which of the following is the method of operation Zhang should. (Multiple choice) 

A. Zhang received maintenance tasks, immediately use the inspection tools configured for real-time inspection tasks,
using the default business package, select the device to be checked, and check the project, immediately start the task
of system-wide inspection, inspection results are normal 

B. Xiao Zhang plans to inspect the tournament site every Monday morning at 6:00 am, set up a time patrol strategy,
patrol with the start, end time and patrol Check frequency, the configuration is complete and exit the inspection tool off,
follow-up every Monday to see if there is any abnormal inspection report results 

C. Xiao Zhang When adding devices in the inspection tool, the configured device IP is the front-end IP address of one of
the devices and the device is entered as required SSH login management user name and password 

D. Xiao Zhang revised the management user login password for all devices, so you need to modify the password in the
device information registered by the inspection tool, Zhang first Remove the scheduled inspection task on the inspection
tool interface, and then modify the device information 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 12

Customers need to create a new Oracle database server Huawei RH5885. V2 32 nuclear CPU, the host using
Redhat6.4 operating system, the text system is EXT4, the storage device Oceanstor V3, the I SAS disk and 8D + 1P
RAID5 are configured to guide one million data batch. Which of the following methods can improve the import
performance into the new database? (Multiple choice.) 

A. Modify the value of DB-WRITER-PROCESSES. 

B. Redhat system default CFQ algorithm on the database business efficiency is not high, should be adjusted to noop
algorithm. 

C. Oracle database FILESYSTEMIO-OPTIONS parameter can be set to Asynch, and the file system log off. 

D. Modify Oracle\\'s DB-BLOCK-SIZE parameters. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 13

In VMware virtualization environment, if the user wants to migrate a VM from one ESXi host to another with no
downtime, (_) can be used for this; if the user wants to migrate virtual machine storage disk files to another storage
array with no downtime, (_) can be used. 

A. vMotion, Storage DRS 
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B. Storage vMotion, Storage DRS 

C. vMotion, HA 

D. vMotion, Storage vMotion 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following statements replacing the storage array controller is wrong? 

A. Before plugging and unplugging the controller, make sure that the service is stopped or has switched to the peer
controller 

B. Before switching services to the peer controller, check that the multipathing software in the system is installed and
effective on the host. 

C. Confirm Cache dirty data has been saved 

D. Master-slave controller must be switched to be replaced controller for backup 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following best practice descriptions of Oralce database is correct? (Multiple choice.) 

A. OLAP business query output is usually a statistical value (using group by with order by), so you can set a larger SGA-
target value (relative to OLTP). 

B. It is recommended to use UDEV UUID and drive letter binding, in Linux environment configuration Oracle database,
to avoid subsequent maintenance letter changes caused by the database which can not start. 

C. If the database OLTP business log write is very frequent, it is recommended that the appropriate online log file up,
but it is recommended not to exceed 128MB. 

D. In Windows2008 or windows2012 operating system environment, in order to improve I / O processing efficiency,
MBR partition is created, and diskpart command is recommended to set the partition alignment. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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